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Photographer Jason House   

Features Abandoned 1923 Rockhaven Sanitarium for Women 
In Sanitarium Photo Show  

at The Los Angeles Subway Terminal Building 

Los Angeles, CA- Echo Park based photographer and filmmaker, Jason House, will exhibit a 
preview of his Sanitarium collection featuring photos of the abandoned Rockhaven Sanitarium 
at Gallery 417 Downtown in the historic Los Angeles Subway Terminal Building. Opening 
night on Thursday, August 13, 2015  will be part of the Downtown Los Angeles Art Walk and 
will feature an artist reception from 6-8pm. The show will continue through September 8th. !
Says House, “There’s something magical about abandoned places to me, especially ones that 
are only recently abandoned. The halls are quiet, the beds are empty but there is still an 
undeniable presence and impression of the people that were here before me. Their memories 
and emotions still linger in the things they left behind. I wanted to document and somehow 
honor that .”  !
Rockhaven Sanitarium located in Montrose, California was founded in 1923 by psychiatric 
nurse, Agnes Richards, as a place where women suffering “mild mental and nervous disorders” 
could be treated with more dignity and respect than atrocities of the state-run insane asylums of 
the time. Richards believed that graceful surroundings in nature helped influence quiet in the 
mind. As a private institution run exclusively for women, and owned by a women (a rarity at the 
time) Rockhaven became popular among the Hollywood elite. Marilyn Monroe’s mother, Gladys 
Eley, called it home, as well as Billie Burke, and many other actresses  and entertainers. 



Abandoned in 2006, the decaying property stands in peril as its current owners, The City of 
Glendale, regularly entertain bids from developers.  
  
This is not the first time House’s work has applied a humanistic focus on themes of time, decay 
and transience. His previous photo shows have included recently-abandoned homes of 
foreclosure victims (“Soon to be Ghost Towns”), portraits of the homeless “saints” of Los 
Angeles (“Los Ángeles”) and the beauty of shattered glass and other objects left behind in 
fatality car crashes (“Beauty and Breakdown”).  In film, his recent directorial work has included a 
documentary about and all-female moped gang (“The Gaskettes”) as well as numerous award-
winning commercial campaigns for Ford and Honda Motorcycles. !
Gallery 417 is a fitting location for Sanitarium, residing inside the Los Angeles Subway Terminal 
building built in 1925. When subway traffic in Los Angeles stopped, the tracks and tunnels 
beneath the building were abandoned and the building itself was repurposed.  !
Sanitarium is a continuation of House’s Mono No Aware series 
depicting recently abandoned places, which explores the theme 
of time, transience and decay. Explains House, “Basically, I love 
people. I gravitate towards abandoned places and the things we 
as humans leave behind as we pass through life. There’s 
something very tragic and simultaneously beautiful about a 
rosary tied to the bed frame of a former sanitarium patient.  
These things had meaning to someone at some point in time. 
The fact that they are still here when their owners are not is 
reflective to me of our own human impermanence.  !
Sanitarium is a preview of House’s Rockhaven collection which 
he intends to publish as a book with writer Emily Lanigan. It will 
include House’s contemporary photos of the empty and 
abandoned Rockhaven juxtaposed with historical photos, 
documents, and first person accounts of an active and thriving 
Rockhaven.  
  
Rockhaven Sanitarium has recently been featured in the news by NPR, The LA Weekly and 
LAist.  
  
For more information please visit www.JasonHouseFilm.com/sanitarium.html 
  
For all press inquiries, please contact: 
Emily Lanigan at 
Emily_Lanigan@Yahoo.com or 
323/854-3023. 
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